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"We...didn't foresee getting any...statement...due to his background (hardened, ex-prison inmate).
Using all your rapport building techniques...the suspect confessed to being at the murder." "My
co-workers were aghast at the unconventional nature of the interviews. None of them...imagined this
suspect would make any statement at all."Â "(I spent)Â the next 3 hours...using ONLY elicitation
techniques. Not only did he admit to his wrongdoing, but he continued to assistÂ me forÂ days
afterwards." The Human Skills: Elicitation and Interviewing is a collection of two new books in The
Human Skills series providing proven techniques for collecting the accurate information you need to
make critical decisions. Mr. Stopa's techniques have been used in the domestic and foreign counter
terrorism worlds to validate human intelligence sources. They've been used in police interrogations
to extract valid admissions from hardened criminals. And, they've been used in the business world
to fend off competitors and win business. For over a decade, Mr. Stopa has successfully trained
students to maximize their interpersonal information collection skills in the military, law enforcement,
intelligence and business. Now you can use his techniques to gather the information you need to
succeed!
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Stopa's no frills and sophisticatedly concise book about the human skills of elicitation and
interviewing belongs in the libraries of leaders of all ilk's to include law enforcement,
intelligence-information collectors, physicians, psychologists, security consultants, military,

reporters, journalists, forensic professionals, teachers, professors, marketers, and communications
specialists. Stopa artfully describes how obtaining good accurate information is central to so many
human activities. However, there is a great deal of emphasizes on detecting deception using
technology. Unfortunately, the value of gathering and collecting facts and good information is lost on
many. The problem manifests itself in getting wrapped around ferreting out deception and over
reliance on technology.Today human skills have all but faded with the over reliance on and
addiction to technology in everything we do. We want technology to do almost everything for us and
think for us. For example, the polygraph is heralded for detecting deception. Yet, spies and serial
killers successfully navigated the polygraph. Serendipitously, Stopa reminds us of the human skills
for collecting information and the value of developing rapport and listening in the gathering good
information in discerning facts and noise.Granhag (2006) in his research notes that distinguishing
among facts, fiction, truth, noise, and deception is one of the central tasks associated with forensics,
interviewing, and interrogation. Bond and DePaulo (2006) looked at a large number of studies that
focused on people's ability to ferret out deception noting that people's performance/ability for
detecting lies/deception do so just above the level of chance.
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